
Geography Lesson 
 
 
One beach is like another 
yet not so 
 Sand, wave, wind combining 
 recombining 
  One beach is like another 
  yet not like even itself 
  this year to next, and yet each one 
  has its own flavor 
    I remember these: 
 
In Maine even the June sun 
can’t warm the long straight strand 
nor sunset paint its gray 
 Forbidden Hampton Beach 
 sneaked away to 
 and Rye the same way 
 ducking down in the car’s back seat 
 crossing salt marshes flatter than the sea itself 
  Cape Ann has marshes too 
  and water must be crossed on wooden planks 
  to reach the shore 
  or rocks descended 
 
In the same way Big Sur’s beaches 
are hard to reach 
Labor is rewarded though 
like virtue 
with hiding places suitable for treasures 
 
The Jersey Shore requires calliopes 
to be known completely 
 Coney Island in January has such sounds too 
 in memory 
 Far Rockaway by subway 
 Montauk by train 
 Amagansett by tedious driving 
  Atlantic Florida somehow gray not quite as advertised 
  yet holding secret pleasures and attachment 
  



Land’s End a holy place 
of hiding thickets windbreaks secret rites 
not quite in silence but yet in few words 
a city’s wilderness 
 Half Moon Bay more public and less known 
 some places indeed invisible 
 unless you brave the brink 
  Morro Rock is desolate in March 
  the beach deserted although the day is warm 
  the open sea is hidden by the Rock 
  the sand looks more like desert than a shore 
 
Pismo where I write 
surfer’s delight 
or so I’ve heard 
tiny and youthful 
 Venice is youthful too 
 but with young fry only 
 youthful grayhairs myself included 
 a knowing youthfulness 
 air brush and oil 
  Coronado by contrast 
  strolls before its grand hotel 
  so perfectly in balance one could call it 
  if one were daring 
  bland 
 
Port Townsend at the other border 
water so cold no human flesh can enter 
except my sister Ann 
 colder than even the North Coast 
 Huron and Michigan of whitest sands 
 Superior the farthest north of all 
  On Keweenaw’s north shore 
  dunes leap down sixty feet 
  and then some 
  to clearcopper lake 
  as do the painted cliffs of Grand Marais 
   stony iron-tailings at Fayette make all blue 
   but Ontonagon’s cliffs are shod with sand 
  



The Gulf has beaches too 
communicating with the Atlantic yet 
not touching it 
 Sanibel of the shells 
 whitesanded thronged Panama City 
 but not as white as Huron sand 
  Pass Christian so gently shingling 
  that piers are built a half mile long 
  stretching toward Cuban beaches not yet seen 
 
Boquita Nicaragua 
sand like cocoa powder 
its Club Med tropicana free for the parking 
courtesy of the Revolution 
 Belize seen only from the air 
 long and deserted beside emerald seas 
  And what are the Sea Islands like? 
  The Outer Banks? 
 
Soma of the horses in Tohoku 
dim in memory 
carried from childhood 
Matsushima tiny and renowned 
poetic picturesque 
mother of oysters 
 Kumano, bearplain, has no plain 
 but stones ground buttery by time 
 on stingy bites of beach 
 guarded by mountain forests 
 waving like wheat 
  Oya out my window is stony too 
  Takamatsu has the sand 
  Miho Mount Fuji and the moonmaid’s pine 
  from all the west horizon traces dunes 
  Omaezaki that recalls 
   the only beach among them all that’s home 



   the beach learned first in childhood 
   most often empty then and now 
   marked by pine headlines north and south 
   symmetrical 
   pierced by Carp River hung with nets 
   then and now too but different 
   then they were used for food 
    this year wider next year narrower 
    dunes shifting some but mostly holding ground 
    outdoor workshop 
    for painter smith and lapidary 
    for poets too 
    a place to fashion jewels 
     a beach for books 
     with icy plunges for punctuation 
     then up the dune at sunred 
     through pines and laughing birches 
     to fireside cardgames wordgames 
     poet’s exercises 
     played beneath crammed bookshelves 
     between writing-desks paperladen 
     poet’s schoolroom 
      soft Leland of the north 
      still Leland of the north 
 


